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Abstract

Arctic communities are experiencing dramatic effects of climate change and bioaccumulation of 

contamination and are also on the front line of expansion via the fossil fuel extraction industry. 

The Inupiaq culture provides a strong and clear example of harmonious living with one’s 

surroundings on Alaska’s Arctic Slope (hereafter referred to as Arctic Slope), yet recent 

community efforts to reduce waste or pollution or come together to address our role in this time 

of climate change have been short-lived. This applied community development project addresses 

the need for grassroots organizing within the Arctic Slope to address and react to issues of land, 

air, and water on a community level. The title of this research is: Kitkut ukua Silalinigmiut? Who 

are the people of the land, air, and sea (of the Arctic Slope)? This is a self-reflective inquiry from 

within the community that aims to uplift Inupiat history and cultural perspectives and develop 

more effective strategies to collaborate to be better stewards of the environment. This project was 

guided by the Indigenous consciousness-raising theory and an Inupiaqatigiigniq framework, 

inspired by Topkok’s Inupiat Ilitqusiat (2015). The literature/narrative review comprises an 

overview of Inupiaqatigiigniq, or the Inupiaq value system, as it relates to Indigenous 

knowledge. It also includes current and historical perceptions of ecological stewardship and 

environmentalism on the Arctic Slope, and barriers to social change in contemporary institutional 

representation. Community-based participatory research and strength-based methodology were 

utilized to inform data collection, which included a survey as well as a series of community 

dialogues with a variety of Arctic Slope stakeholders. Community perspectives regarding 

ecological sustainability were elicited using talking circles and group visioning around these 

questions: Sumik ilisimavisa Inupiaqatigigniq suli nunalu, silalu, tagiuglu? What do we know
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about Inupiaqatigiigniq and land, air, and water? Suniaqsimaavisa atusiullaaluta nakka 

qatilluta? What more can we do (to be better stewards) today as individuals and as communities? 

Data was analyzed using triangulation and thematic analysis techniques. The themes that 

emerged from the data were shared and then reshared to the larger community via social media, 

one-on-one outreach to smaller groups, and a community presentation. This project has resulted 

in both a data set and a framework for continued community-building and information-sharing 

around land, air, and water stewardship initiatives. The foundation for a regional grassroots 

coalition has been established via the collaborative development of a website and social media 

presence. It is my hope that this project will also inform the development of an after-school 

youth engagement program that could propel a grassroots network of people working together to 

foster greater stewardship of the land, air, and water.

Keywords: community-based participatory research, coalition-building, rising 

consciousness, Inupiat, Inupiaqatigigniq, Indigenous methodology, ecological sustainability, 

Indigenous knowledge, land, air, and water stewardship, land protection, water protection
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Author’s Note

Although I am an academic researcher, I am first, and foremost, a community member of 

Utqiagvik, Alaska, and I am doing this work primarily out of love for my community. This 

project is a direct outcome of my own experience growing up and living the majority of my life 

within Utqiagvik. As a social scientist in a Western-based academic institution researching an 

Indigenous community, I do not take my responsibility or privilege lightly. I appreciate being 

corrected if I misrepresent any words or concepts. Please direct any comments or questions to 

skthomas2@alaska.edu.
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Definitions

Arctic Slope: The political region of Alaska north of the Brooks Range, home to eight Inupiat 

communities and one large oil field; also known as North Slope, Arctic Slope is used here 

because it seems to be the preferred regional name among the tribal sector (ICAS, ASNA). 

Coalition: Two or more people or factions coming together to achieve a common goal. 

Ecological sustainability: The ability for future generations to continue to manage our 

homeland; more clearly understood as land, air, and water stewardship.

Grassroots: People-driven and community-based, as opposed to driven by organizations or 

institutions

Inupiaq/Inupiat: Singular/plural Inuit of Alaska; literally “the Real People”

Inupiat Nunaat: Inupiat Lands/Nation 

Inupiatun: literally like an Inupiaq; Inupiaq language

Just Transition: A fair and equitable shift to a regenerative economy that is in alignment with 

what the Earth can regenerate and that ensures equity, dignity, and justice for all.

Kitkut ukua...: Who are we (3+ people)...

Qargi: Community space; Largest space for gathering in a community 

Sila: Weather; One’s immediate surroundings; Environment; Demeanor; Spirit 

Silaliniq Horizon; Arctic Slope (region North of the Brooks range)

Silalinigmiut: People of the land, air, and water (of the Arctic Slope region)

Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich: Talking Circle
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Kitkut ukua Silalinigmiut?

Grassroots Land, Air, and Water Coalition-Building on Alaska’s Arctic Slope 

Communities in the Arctic are among the most vulnerable worldwide to climate change 

and persistent organic pollutant contamination (Lallas, 2001, 694; UN Environment, 2019). The 

impacts of coastal erosion, melting permafrost, and melting sea ice have been drastic and 

immediate for practitioners of the Inupiaq subsistence lifestyle. Such a lifestyle depends on 

Indigenous knowledge that has been passed from generation to generation since time 

immemorial (Brewster, 2016; Brubaker, Dingman, Leavitt, & Romanovsky, 2010). Within this 

unique context, ecological sustainability (or land, air, and water stewardship), is sometimes a 

taboo topic within Inupiaq communities on the Arctic Slope of Alaska (hereafter referred to as 

Arctic Slope).

In an oil-rich region where over 95% of the economy is dependent on revenues from oil 

and gas (NSB, 2015), Arctic Slope organizations often act as subcontractors and partners to oil 

companies with aligned priorities. Government officials are often pro-oil industry, having been 

financially supported by the oil industry in their campaigns and careers. These conditions are 

similar to many other communities on the front lines of extraction industries, sometimes referred 

to as energy sacrifice zones (Scott & Smith, 2017). As dependence on non-renewable resource 

extraction is, by definition, not ecologically or economically sustainable, discussion of 

sustainability within the Arctic Slope tends to lean toward short-term economic benefits. 

Meanwhile, more transformative efforts, such as the push for a Just Transition to a regenerative 

economy (Native Movement, 2019), can seem whimsical, unrealistic, and foreign.
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This discussion has been further stifled by international environmental groups that have 

historically not acted as allies of the Inupiat, but rather have created conflicts that threaten the 

Inupiaq way of life. Many leaders in the whaling community remember when members of the 

environmental group, Greenpeace, physically got between their boats and the whales. The idea 

that environmentalists, sometimes called “greenies”, are unfriendly to the Inupiat is embedded in 

the memories of these events. The threats are ongoing, as is made evident in the recent struggle 

of the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission to maintain the whale harvest quotas. This is 

primarily due to member countries of the International Whaling Commission being pressured by 

large and powerful environmental groups lobbying for environmental action.

Another example is when shortly after statehood (1959), federal regulations went into 

effect which changed the legal hunting season for ducks. The change meant that the legal hunting 

season no longer coincided with the seasonal northern migration of ducks. Thus, a law-abiding 

Inupiaq person was suddenly unable to hunt the ducks which they had relied upon for cultural 

and physical survival since time immemorial. With strong leadership, the people were able to 

mobilize in what is now known as the Duck In, and the duck hunt goes on today (Burwell, 2005).

Despite these and other historical challenges, the Inupiat have overcome and endured.

The Inupiaq value system, Inupiaqatigigniq, has guided how the Inupiat live in harmony within 

their environment over an immeasurably long time (Topkok, 2015). The Inupiaq culture is a 

proven guide for Arctic ecological and economic sustainability. The time-tested Inupiaqatigigniq 

is the culmination of generations of applied research embedded in best practices. When 

addressing community issues in the Arctic, such Arctic-based knowledge systems should be 

uplifted and used as a measure and guide for survival.
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It should be noted that the reason this knowledge system requires revitalization is due to 

the colonial experience. Just one example of colonialism in a local context came from the 

directive of U.S. government policy, wherein many Inupiat (some of whom are still alive today) 

were punished as children for speaking their language and practicing their culture. There is a 

growing belief within the social and environmental justice movement that restoring the rightful 

place of Indigenous cultures in the global power dynamic is vital to the survival of our species 

(B. Robedeaux, personal communication, May 2019). This is especially pertinent considering the 

consensus among experts within the scientific community is that humans are heading toward 

massive ecological collapse if we do not implement significant social change (UN Environment, 

2019).

Theoretical Framework

This project is informed by G. H. Smith’s (2003) consciousness-raising theory, which 

calls for moving beyond decolonization to examine the consciousness, knowledge systems, and 

ways of life of Indigenous people directly, recognizing them as whole and critically valid 

systems. This theory moves beyond decolonization and post-colonial theory, which can be seen 

as limiting because they focus on the act of colonization. Indigenous consciousness-raising 

restores value to Indigenous worldviews and frameworks for assessing or learning about the 

world. As such, this project seeks to employ an Inupiaq research framework building on the work 

of Sean Topkok (2015). In his dissertation, Inupiat Ilitqusiat: Inner Views o f Our Values, Topkok 

asserts that “Indigenous values need further examination in order to fully understand what needs 

to be taught to our children for cultural survival” (2015, 24).
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Aquniallaniq - Hunting Traditions

Quvianguniq - 1 Junior
Ukpiqqutiqagniq - Spirituality

Paaqlaktautainniq - 
Resolution of  
Conflict

Ilagiigniq - Family and Kinship

Iiiupiuraallaniq - Knowledge o f  Language

rZx

Aviktuaqatigiigniq - Sharing

Qifiuiiiniq - Humility

Naglikkutiqagniq - Compassion

Paammaagignlq - Cooperation

Nakuaqqutiqagniq suli Qiksiksrautiqagniq 
Utuqqanaanun A la mi Ilu - Love and Respect for 
Our Ciders and Others

Qiksiksrautiqagniq 
hhiuniagvigmim - 
Respect for Nature

Figure 1. Visual representation of Inupiaqatigigniq, Photo credit: S. Thomas 

Inupiaqatigigniq is the preferred way of speaking about the traditional values among the Arctic 

Slope Inupiat. These values have been integral to the survival of the Inupiat people and culture 

over thousands of years and are, therefore, a fitting framework from which to assess current 

policies and practices. The Inupiaq worldview, like other Indigenous paradigms, is often 

described as holistic where all life, including the spirit world, is interconnected. Although there is 

only one value that directly relates to nature, Inupiaqatigigniq should be considered a 

comprehensive system where all of the values are interrelated (Topkok, 2015). Utilizing an 

Inupiaq framework and culturally grounded methods of observing best practices, listening to 

Elders, and being persistent (G. Edwardson, personal communication, June 14, 2019), the



primary intent of this research is to hold space for expressing community perspectives on land, 

air, and water stewardship.

This project was also influenced by the work of S. Wilson’s (2008), Research Is 

Ceremony. In creating a space for serious, yet peaceful and joyful dialogue on these important 

issues, we celebrate our coming together to envision and enact systemic change. Inupiaq 

ecological knowledge, as vocalized through Inupiat communities, was the single most important 

source of knowledge that informed this project. Connecting that localized knowledge to the 

global conversation about ecological sustainability and ways we can begin to transform our 

impacts as consumers and policy stakeholders also informs this work. Overall, this project served 

as an experimental process for collecting and sharing information to inform individual and 

institutional change, which was done by and for the community.

Statement of Issue

Given the historic context of the region’s relationship to the extraction industry, the 

community of Utqiagvik and the broader Arctic Slope region has not had a cohesive strategy to 

respond to community desires to be better stewards of land, air, and water. At the heart of the 

issue is a disconnect between the environment and the economy. This disconnection is evident on 

a national and global scale with increasingly divisive political situations worldwide. In this post

modern era, where Indigenous communities coexist with Western society, separation and 

compartmentalization have become normative.

The Arctic Slope has had a relatively short time frame of experience with a cash-based 

economy. An increasing number of Inupiat have moved away from the traditional lifestyle of 

living off the land to embracing the lifestyle of a wage-earner, either wholly or in part. Some
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have been able to maintain their traditional lifestyle despite external pressures to change (Kruse, 

1991; NSB, 2015). Buying one’s food, clothing, and supplies in a store is physically easier than 

going out on the land, hunting and processing animals for consumption. This “easy” way of life 

that the global capitalist system has made possible and encouraged, however, has led us to a 

point where overconsumption now threatens all life in our interconnected biosphere. Persistent 

organic pollutants and climate change are poised to coincide in a major global crisis (UN 

Environment, 2019).

Human overconsumption fuels social discord. Among Arctic Slope Inupiat, the gap 

between the rich and poor continues to grow at an alarming rate (NSB 2015, 430; H. Edwardsen, 

personal communication, n.d.). Many community members do not understand why the leadership 

of the Arctic Slope Inupiaq corporations continue to align their political agendas with that of the 

extractive industry. The choices, such as with their support of Pebble Mine, have damaged 

relationships with Indigenous people around the state. Community members' efforts to curb the 

spread of oil and gas extraction or even to reduce waste output have been met with resistance. A 

member of the community questioning the need to divest from oil and gas is often met with 

hostility and defensiveness about “economic” sovereignty. Meanwhile, subsistence and social 

problems persist in Utqiagvik, and members of the community voice concerns about a lack of 

community effort to address these and other socio-environmental issues that continue to surface.

Although members of ASRC have the right to speak and testify about development, it 

should be clear who they represent and recognize that they do not speak for the community, 

especially on issues of appropriate land stewardship (NSB 2015, 55; Thompson, R. 2017). This 

feeling of misrepresentation can create a community discord.
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Statement of Purpose

The primary purpose of this project was to collaboratively engage the community to 

reflect on the strength of Inupiaqatigigniq and elevate Inupiat cultural perspectives to create 

space for healing, empowerment, and social change in the Arctic Slope region. The research 

project stems from a real community need to use effective strategies to collaborate to be better 

stewards of the environment. The data from this research is used to inform a grassroots coalition 

to increase local community awareness and involvement of land, air, and water stewardship.

As the coalition grows, Inupiat traditions and their strengths will continue to be reflected 

upon, further propelling community and cultural celebration. With its visibility on social media, 

radio, and around the community of Utqiagvik physically, this project has increased awareness 

about other opportunities for further social and policy changes, prompting more cultural 

revitalization work within our communities. One outcome of this project that was not intended 

initially was to further connect our community to the broader national and international 

movement of land, air, and water stewardship. The coalition has begun to connect to a large 

network of motivated individuals within our own region, state, and world. The hope is that our 

effective strategies to collaborate to be better stewards of our environment can be duplicated and 

improved on in other regions.

The title of this research project contains the question: Kitkut ukua Silalinigmiut? This 

can be loosely translated to Who are the people o f the land, air, and sea o f the Arctic Slope 

region? This question is important because it is self-reflective and elevates Inupiaq history. Oral 

historians describe Silalinigmiut as an antiquated and almost forgotten name (R. Ipalook, 

personal communication, March 2019). Asking “Who are the Silalinigmiut?” could be seen as a
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question that is guiding a process of self-inquiry and also reconnecting with the ancestors of the 

region. This inter-spatial concept is fitting for discussion about reconnecting with one’s 

environment and a questioning of who the people of the land are in the present tense. It is also 

aligned with the idea that identity and land healing will happen together (Jacob, 2013).

Literature/Narrative Review

Western scholarship and literature are relatively new to Inupiat communities. This review 

uses undocumented community narratives as well as existing literature. The review also covers 

some basic concepts concerning Inupiaqatigigniq and the traditional relationship between the 

Inupiat and their environment. The historical context of contemporary environmentalism and 

conservationism is equally important, and has been well documented in Elders Conferences 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and more recently by Alaska Native scholars. Finally, a basic 

overview of the organizational landscape in the Arctic Slope is helpful in understanding why this 

project is timely and important.

Inupiaqatigigniq: Inupiaq Ecological Awareness

Inupiaqatigigniq is often translated to traditional Inupiat values. This value system has 

been described as vital to the survival of the Inupiat, and as such, some Elders believe it should 

always be written entirely in Inupiatun (M. Akpik, personal communication, n.d.). These values 

were established by Elders and culture bearers as part of the Spirit Movement of the 1980s in 

regions around Alaska, Canada, and beyond. However, prior to being written down, these values 

had been passed down through the generations over thousands of years in daily life through 

practice and oral tradition (Topkok, 2015). The values specific to the Arctic Slope Inupiat are: 

Aviktuaqatigiigniq-Sharing,
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Inupiuraallaniq-Knowledge of Language,

Paammaagigniq-Cooperation,

Ilagiigniq-Family and Kinship,

Quvianguniq-Humor,

Aquniallaniq-Hunting Traditions,

Naglikkutiqagniq-Compassion,

Qinuinniq-Humility,

Paaqlaktautainniq-Resolution of Conflict,

Ukpiqqutiqagniq-Spirituality,

Nakuaqqutiqagniq suli Qiksiksrautiqagniq Utuqqanaanun Alanullu- Love and Respect 

for Our Elders and Others, and

Qiksiksrautiqagniq Inuuniagvigmun-Respect for Nature (Okakok & Nageak 2010).

It should be noted that the values are not stagnant, as they are primarily seen as carried by 

Inuit over generations by direct experience. For example, at the Inupiat Heritage & Language 

Commission 2020 Elder’s Conference, several Elders called to officially change the value 

Avoidance of Conflict to read Resolution of Conflict instead.

In the discussion of the value Qiksiksrautiqagniq Inuuniagvigmun-Respect for Nature 

and its interconnectedness to other values during Sean Topkok’s dissertation work, one Elder, 

Itqiliuraq states,

I think that’s why our early teaching that we kind of gotten away from across the board, 

and that is that all of God’s Earth is interrelated: people, animals, the Sun and the Moon, 

the sky, the ocean, the Earth-all of it. And it goes with your puzzle. No one part of it is
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the whole picture, if  it isn’t together. In the whole globe, that was taught. It’s a way of 

teaching humility. You’re not greater than the seal. You are not greater than the wind that 

blows and all that goes with it (personal communication, September 2012). (Topkok, 

2015).

This interconnected and egalitarian way of relating to non-human life on the planet can 

be viewed as one of the strengths of Inupiaqatigigniq. Inupiat traditions include specific ways of 

relating to animals to give respect to their spirit and also to ensure the sustainability of the 

populations. Examples of this tradition are letting the first in a herd of caribou pass by to ensure 

that the population remains healthy, and leaving some of a food source for other animals who 

may pass by (M. Thomas, personal communication, n.d.; Edwardsen, 1993). Respect for Nature 

can be demonstrated in the importance of using every part of the animals harvested, wasting 

nothing, and respecting the spirit of the animal in how the body is used, including the 

perseverance of traditional crafting (Topkok, 2015).

Respect for Nature is essential for safety and survival. Understanding the land and ice is 

crucial for the marine mammal hunters; this is a lengthy topic of conversation in the Puiguitkaat 

(Okakok, 1981). Directly translated as “things not to forget,” this voluminous bilingual 

compilation of oral history is regarded by some as a primary written source for Inupiaq 

traditional culture. As the values should be perceived as a whole system, Respect for Nature 

relates to every other Inupiaq value. Spirituality is important because the Inupiat believe the way 

that a hunter treats an animal determines if the spirit of that animal will “give itself’ (meaning 

give its body/flesh) again to the hunter (Brewster, 2004). Not only that, but it is believed that if 

some part of the natural world is disrespected, the natural world might retaliate in other ways
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(Topkok, 2015). Topkok describes a way of seeing nature as a source of ongoing knowledge of 

which humans are a part and from which they have plenty more to learn. Several common 

themes that relate to ecological sustainability were discussed at Elders’ conferences of the late 

1970s and early 1980s. Some common themes are oil development, observed changes in the 

climate and the subsistence lifestyle, and other social changes.

Oil Development

Since the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, many Inupiat have become 

shareholders of for-profit corporations primarily invested in oil and gas production. The concern 

about the risk oil development poses to environmental degradation was well documented in the 

Elders’ conferences, showing that there has been internal conflict from the beginning of oil 

production on the Arctic Slope in 1977. One Elder laments, “The oil is capable of destroying 

animals. This is something with which I am very displeased. We are all displeased with it alright, 

you see, but at the same time, it is also our money too” (Okakok, 1981).

The concern that oil and gas fields pose a great risk to wildlife and subsistence has 

continued since the 1970s. Altered migration paths due to noise, activity, and infrastructure, 

health impacts of contamination from oil spills and air pollution, and the dissatisfaction about the 

disproportionate share of benefit from the oil development have continually been vocalized, 

documented, and largely overlooked (Braund, S.B., 2009; Maupin, S., 2019).

Inupiat Perspectives on Climate Change

Inupiat Elders have noted drastic changes in their climate. In the 1980 Elder’s Conference 

Women’s Session, one Elder, Bessie Ericklook, shared her perspective on climate change:
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Everything is changing and if we were more observant we would probably notice it. Our 

parents were very observant and would often speak of the stars and nowadays some 

people say that there are new stars much bigger than the ones they had seen before, and I 

do not question them when they speak of the weather. I have also noticed that the sun is 

much higher than it usually is and seems closer (Edwardsen, 1993).

Besides the observed changes in the night sky, the occurrence of more extreme weather patterns 

and a visibly changing climate are other common observations. Brubaker et al. (2010) provide a 

snapshot of the impact thawing permafrost temperatures will have on community wellbeing and 

food security.

Inupiaq history includes a deep understanding of natural cycles of the Earth, and some 

Inupiat believe these current changes are indicative of a pole shift that is taking place in line with 

natural cycles (Kazi, 2015). Some have suggested that this traditional knowledge contradicts 

global scientific studies that show a correlation between carbon emissions and global 

temperature changes. Johnson et al. (2015) address this in their work, “Weaving Indigenous and 

sustainability sciences to diversity our methods” (WIS2DOM). The wise practice in this scenario 

of seemingly divergent epistemological truths is to acknowledge the value of both world views.

Resilience and adaptability to unexpected changes have been vital to the Inupiat. The 

Inupiaq historical understanding of natural Earth cycles need not disprove the global consensus 

on climate change; rather, the truth about the impacts of overconsumption and greenhouse gas 

emissions can coexist with the Inupiaq traditional knowledge. Both paradigms are rooted in 

separate and equally deep and valid traditions.

Subsistence Lifestyle
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During early Elders’ conferences, many Elders spoke of the importance of living an 

Inupiaq lifestyle and honoring Inupiat ancestral traditions. They spoke of a simpler and more 

peaceful way of life than the modern one many have come to know. They spoke of the younger 

generations not listening to them, and how the young people have stopped being the keen 

observers that their ancestors had been, a sentiment often heard from Alaska Native Elders 

statewide (M. Koskey, personal communication, n.d.). In the Puiguitkaat, one Elder laments that 

in his home village, “young people can’t even make boats” (Okakok, 1981, 477).

School and work schedules and living expenses are often barriers to people partaking in 

cultural activities to the extent that they would like (NSB, 2010). In Inupiaq culture, work is 

often project-based and time-sensitive due to the weather and nature of the work. Sewing of the 

skin boats for whaling is one example; women will work continuously around the clock until the 

skin boats are completed because the work must be completed before the skins dry (D. Kippi, 

personal communication, n.d.). This difference between Inupiat concepts of work and European- 

American based concepts is noted by Elders in the Elders’ conferences. The concept of staying 

busy pervasive in European-American culture is discussed:

When we go to a [previous meeting], the agenda would contain three, four, even five 

pages we would suddenly finish them in two days by going through them very fast. When 

we would be part of a group that meets. Just barely giving these people time to talk, 

having them follow each other. When it happens that they begin to get short on time, they 

can really get us all worried! (Okakok, 1981, 475)

Differences in concepts of work in Inupiaq and Western cultures have been a source of 

misunderstanding. At times, Inupiat have been wrongly judged as lazy workers by more often
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choosing to partake in their cultural lifestyle rather than the Western wage-worker lifestyle 

(Brower, 1994). This misunderstanding continues to persist today; the will to continue living the 

Inupiaq way remains steadfast in many people, indicating that the way of Inupiaqatigigniq is 

thriving, and will continue to be a source of power for Inupiat.

Social Change

Inupiaq Elder George Edwardson sees his culture as a survival mechanism in the face of 

impending disasters, “When the dollar crashes, then I don’t have to worry about my environment 

being damaged or destroyed. You need money to do anything in your society. Mine don’t-mine 

just needs to know how to make my hunting gear” (Jooni, 2018). In the face of ongoing and 

sometimes subtle colonialism, there is a vibrant cultural revitalization movement in the Arctic 

Slope. Young people are working hard to relearn the language of their ancestors after being 

disrupted by the missionaries’ misguided teachings and the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ boarding 

school experience that was imposed on Inupiat children throughout the greater part of the early 

1900s. Many traditional practices are being reclaimed today, such as skin-poke tattooing and 

harvesting the tendons of the caribou for sinew.

Environmentalism on the Arctic Slope

The Inupiaq culture is intricately tied to the land, air, sea, and animals, and it has been 

asserted that the Inupiat are among the most environmentally conscious people on Earth. In some 

circles, Inupiaq land is considered the “ancestral birthplace” of the American environmental 

movement (O’Neill, 1994), and yet some prominent Inupiat leaders have been known to call 

environmentalism the primary threat to Inupiaq culture (anonymous ASRC shareholder, June
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2019). The truth is that on the Arctic Slope— similar to other places in the U.S. and beyond— 

environmentalism has been problematic for Indigenous communities.

The American environmental movement was predated by the era of conservationism 

(O’Neill, 2004). The conservational policy appeared in the U.S. in the early 19th century and 

spread throughout the world. In the U.S., national parks were strictly designated for the 

conservation of wilderness for recreation, and as a result, many Native peoples were displaced 

from their homelands through sometimes bloody battles. The relocation disrupted Indigenous 

peoples’ ability to access and thus maintain relationships with their traditional homelands, 

including sacred places. The idea of conserving land for “everyone” has come at the expense of 

traditional use by the land’s historical stewards and has been detrimental to Indigenous 

communities as well as the ecosystems from which they have been displaced around the world 

(Colchester, 2004).

Contemporary environmentalism and the focus on ecological sustainability have come 

about as a reactionary approach to environmental threats. While conservationism and 

environmentalism have developed over the last several hundred years, the Inupiat have sustained 

their cultural traditions based on their unique homelands for “time immemorial” according to 

their own ontology (Brewster, 2004). The value of Indigenous knowledge systems is becoming 

more widely realized, but the European-based hierarchical social structures still give 

disproportionate weight to European-based academia. This imbalance propels a distrust of 

outsiders that is common to many Indigenous communities around the world.

One example of why environmentalism is perceived as negative on the Arctic Slope is the 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s infamous failure from the 1950s Project Chariot. Strongly
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convicted Inupiat leaders, along with their allies, were able to effectively stop a nuclear blast 

experiment from happening on the Ogotoruk Creek area of Tikigaq, also known as Point Hope. 

This was done with the perseverance of the Inupiat and their allies, who helped reach the right 

chord in the U.S. political economy to stop the project. Inupiat were effective because they were 

able to find consensus in their convictions; they listened, asked questions, and sought 

information about complex processes such as nuclear blasting. Even more importantly, they 

listened to their inner voice of reason and stayed firm on their stance against nuclear blasting of 

their homelands at all costs (O’Neill, 1994).

What transpired and how it was done won Tikigaq the title, in some circles, of the 

ancestral birthplace of the environmental movement. This designation is attributed to a man 

named Barry Commoner who was involved in the effort to stop Project Chariot and went on 

afterward to be called the “dean of environmentalism” for his foundational work in the U.S. 

environmental movement (O’Neill, 1994). Not to detract from Commoner’s many achievements 

nor to assume anything about his relationship to the community of Tikigaq, this terminology 

alone is an example of the imbalance of power. This is just one example of many where a 

European-American academic reaps great social reward from work done on Indigenous lands, 

while the Indigenous people are left with the realities on the ground and receive no benefit or 

title for their vital contributions. The effects of dumping of toxic nuclear waste are ongoing as 

people around the Arctic Slope are still realizing health impacts of “quantities of radioisotopes 

1,000 times in excess of federal regulations buried in the Earth,” covertly and improperly by any 

standard (O’Neill, 1994, 302.).

Arctic Slope Representation Issues
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There is a widely held belief that many Inupiat are increasingly dissatisfied with what 

they see as misrepresentation by Arctic Slope organizations, especially the highly influential for- 

profit corporations. In terms of ecological sustainability, dependence on a non-renewable 

resource such as petroleum is not sustainable by definition. Although oil reserves may still be yet 

undiscovered or unreported by governments, current measurements based on geological surveys, 

models, and technologies predict that the global supply of known oil will be depleted in as little 

as fifty years (BP, 2017).

The shortness of this timespan is alarming in the context of land use described as time 

immemorial. The shortage of easily accessible oil has increased interest in more difficult to reach 

pockets of oil, requiring technologies such as hydraulic fracturing, also called fracking, which 

has been proven to adversely impact the quality of drinking water resources (U.S. EPA, 2016). 

The use of fracking threatens places such as offshore of the Arctic Slope coast, the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), and National Petroleum Reserve - Alaska (NPR-A), which 

are all especially culturally and ecologically significant to the Inupiat (J. Brower, personal 

communication, n.d.).

A disagreement about the scope and direction of economic activity among the Inupiat 

still lingers and is a growing issue, especially as concern about climate change continues to grow. 

The warming Arctic is already a large contributor to greenhouse gas emissions as the permafrost 

is emitting large amounts of methane into the atmosphere as it melts (Christensen et al., 2004). 

Hardin et al. (2018) documented this sentiment expressed by a resident of Kaktovik, who wished 

to remain anonymous, stating, “[ASRC and other corporations] go to D.C. as if they’re
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representing the Native people of the North Slope. [...] But they’re representing the interests of a 

for-profit corporation that’s in joint venture with Chevron and BP.”

This disagreement is compounded with the sentiment that oil and gas production has 

provided fleeting, limited overall benefit and much disruption to the people with social and 

ecological threats that are tangible, devastating, and increasing (Fritz, 2017). With the perception 

that the oil companies make exorbitant profit margins (Perry, 2011) and the exceedingly large 

gap between the corporate executives and the average employee (Eavis, 2014), many Inupiat feel 

as though their people are giving too much at too high a cost. As the ones with the most at stake 

by oil development on their lands, they do not think that the risk to the environment is worth 

what economic benefit they are getting (Braund et al., 2009).

Hirschfield (1992) further illustrates the issue:

ANCSA corporations were not formed with cultural considerations in mind. Although the 

corporate landholding is group based, under ANCSA Native interests in land are 

privatized in corporate entities. Furthermore, since membership in these corporations is 

not coextensive with Native identity, Native landholding is not firmly under group 

control. Native control over ANCSA corporations has a real impact because 

congressional action since ANCSA has conferred quasi-tribal status on the ANCSA 

corporations. Through their ownership of tribal lands and their exercise of tribal powers, 

ANCSA corporations have become more than private landholding entities. Continuing to 

treat them as purely economic units with anonymous memberships is incompatible not 

only with traditional Native governance but also with fundamental Native rights to 

sovereignty.
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Meanwhile, the tribal power, exercised through the Inupiat Community of the Arctic 

Slope and the Native villages, holds tremendous potential for cohesion and vision and yet is 

chronically underfunded, underutilized, and underrepresented in some of the communities (H. 

Edwardsen, personal communication, n.d.). The people’s disengagement with the Tribe, coupled 

with the “quasi-tribal status” of the for-profit Native corporations, clears the way for the 

corporate profit-seeking to go unchecked. Among the older generation in Utqiagvik, many 

people who may once have had faith in the Tribe slowly learned to feel disappointment and 

frustration instead. For the younger generation, the Tribe is not something that they give much 

thought to; they feel it doesn’t do much for them and when they do reach out for help from the 

Tribe, it is not always helpful (anonymous Native Village of Barrow employee, personal 

communication, 2017). As a result, not all eligible Inupiat are enrolled in their Tribe. Many 

enrolled Tribal members are disinterested and disengaged, and by default, there is a growing 

sentiment that the corporate drive for profit is taking precedence over the value and sanctity of 

the land (Maupin, 2019; Thompson, 2017).

Increasing capacity of the local employment pool has been an ongoing pursuit since the 

boom of the wage-worker economy on the Arctic Slope. The culture of the Arctic Slope 

workplace within most of the local organizations is largely Western, employing Western concepts 

of time, productivity, communication, and hierarchy. With a Western operating structure, the 

Inupiat-created organizations have a difficult time employing Inupiat people, resulting in the 

hiring of non-Native people, often in management positions. Western-style management adds to 

a cycle where the Western workplace standards are maintained despite problematic clashes with 

Inupiat lifestyle and preference (Kleinfeld et al., 1983).
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Unemployment, underemployment, and short-term employment are very high among 

Inupiat people (NSB, 2017). Organizations have attempted to increase Inupiaq employment and 

retention by implementing subsistence leave policies, requiring cultural awareness training, 

including cultural events during the workday, implementing Native hire preference policies, 

offering scholarship and internship programs for shareholders, and promoting work-based 

education and other free training. Ilisagvik College, Alaska’s only tribal college, located in the 

hub community of Utqiagvik, has even begun to waive tuition for all Alaska Native students 

starting Spring 2018 (Oliver, 2017). Although there has been an increase of Native people 

completing college degrees, the effectiveness of these workplace strategies remains to be seen; 

the major drawback is that many of these strategies require the Inupiat person to excel in Western 

knowledge while avoiding the question of the suitability of the organization for the Inupiat 

people. Just because an Inupiaq person works at an organization, does not necessarily change the 

structure of the system; the organization is still fundamentally Western.

Inter-organizational collaboration is a recurring solution that has been used to try to 

bridge existing gaps in the communities. One example of this is the creation in 2015 of the non

profit organization VOICE of the Arctic Inupiat. The website boasts 20 member institutions and 

a mission of “establishing a unified voice” of Inupiat people (VOICE, 2017). Its goals include 

participation in legislative bodies, information-sharing amongst Inupiat organizations, ensuring 

the safe development of natural resources, and Inupiat stewardship.

On the surface, the group might seem like a great driver for ecologically sustainable 

solutions. However, the problem with this particular collaboration is that it does not actually 

engage the public; all of the board members are executives of some organization, and the public
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is not encouraged to attend meetings which are usually announced last minute to deter non

governmental organizations from attending (anonymous NSB employee, personal 

communication, 2017). The group has recently advocated for oil and gas production in the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge, contrary to the protest of some Kaktovik residents who are the closest 

to the Refuge, have the most at stake in this issue, and continue to feel misrepresented 

(anonymous Kaktovik Elder, personal communication, February 2020).

Some Arctic Slope residents have pointed out a feeling of misrepresentation, as evident in 

the survey data, which provides a basis for the group’s advocacy efforts and is published on the 

VOICE website (S. Riley, personal communication, n.d.). Slope-wide, the survey shows some 

favorable results in terms of public support of oil and gas development for economic benefit. 

However, the VOICE survey group is only 30% Alaska Native (VOICE, 2017). This percentage 

is problematic because, in the latest census undertaken by the North Slope Borough, Inupiat 

people comprise 80% of the region’s resident population (NSB, 2015, 14). One reason for this 

skewed survey demographic might be that Inupiat people are less likely to participate due to 

being inundated with surveys, at times asking similar questions during overlapping survey- 

periods (NSB, 2015, 3).

The participation of the public, in general, is often low among Arctic Slope organizations 

and adds to the peoples’ disconnect and disenfranchisement (NSB, 2015, 436). From limited 

engagement in the workforce and voting to low attendance at meetings and events, participation 

is an issue. One common way that organizations attract attendees to their events is by offering 

door prizes ranging from hats to gift cards to snow machines and ATVs. While this is effective at 

garnering attendance, it is not always meaningful participation, and some say it propels a harmful
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“handout” mentality, which has been created by paternalistic Federal Indian law policies for the 

past several hundred years (Morgan, 2017).

There have been many legislative actions since the passage of ANCSA to remedy what is 

seen by some as an unfair settlement meant to set Alaska Native people up for failure. The 

following excerpt from the Edwardsen v. Morton (1973) decision illustrates why the U.S. 

government will not be an effective vehicle for remedying the situation:

The Court cannot pretend that justice in a Platonic sense can be rendered in this case. 

Perhaps in an ideal system of moral accounting, plaintiffs would be entitled to all of the 

lands they have claimed regardless of the interests claimed by the State of Alaska and 

others in those lands. This Court is, however, not free to allow plaintiffs to proceed on 

such a theory when decisions of the Supreme Court and Acts of Congress foreclose it. 

The Court can, and it has here attempted to, set forth the framework within which 

plaintiffs can seek to establish the factual bases for the relief to which they are entitled 

under the Constitution and laws of the United States if  their claims are proven.

Clearly, the complexity of the challenges facing the Inupiat is indicative that a new approach is 

needed.

Methodology

This project was informed by methodologies developed by Indigenous scholars such as 

Smith (2012), Wilson (2002), and Chilisa (2012). Such methods emphasize relationships, 

personal and community accountability, and respectful representation. Community-based 

participatory-research methods such as those developed by Castleden et al. (2008) informed 

community talking circles and visioning practices based on the Truth, Racial Healing, and
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Transformation (TRHT) methodology as adapted specifically for rural Alaska by First Alaskans 

Institute (2014). The talking circle method turned out to be very familiar to some Inupiat Elders, 

and with their input, I was able to recreate a version of an Inupiaq talking circle known as, 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich.

There have been numerous instances in recent history when Inupiaq knowledge has been 

discounted or ignored (Brewster, 2004), and it is important to recognize that the colonial 

experience has been brutal, violent, and personal for many people. Colonialism is ongoing in 

both subtle and overt ways on the Arctic Slope. In navigating Indigenous and Western 

sustainability science, Johnson et al. (2015) stress the importance of continual acknowledgment 

of power underpinnings while maintaining focus on the purpose of one’s research. Staying 

accountable for the promotion of wellbeing through inclusion and unity instead of exclusion and 

division has been vital to this work. This wellbeing is particularly true when gathering around 

critical topics that relate to connecting with the land as it includes family, hunting, history, and 

spirituality. Staying compassionate has been an important theme of this methodology as well.

In keeping in line with this equitable focus, I sought to involve and uplift Inupiat cultural 

perspectives by approaching my work through the lens of Inupiaq language and culture. As a 

learner of Inupiatun, I strove to the best of my abilities, to semi-translate all materials used 

during the talking circles. I enlisted the help of a translator and my dear mentor and teacher, the 

late Maasak Akpik, to whom I brought food, gas money, and other offerings during each session 

we spent together. We live in a richly diverse community that includes some longtime 

community members from other places that possess a wide breadth of knowledge and 

enthusiasm for community building. Non-Inupiaq community members were therefore also
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welcome to take part in this research as well. It cannot be emphasized enough that the respectful 

and compassionate inclusion of all interested community members was the most effective 

strategy in this research methodology.

Research Design

My research included two primary data collection strategies. These strategies consisted 

of an initial survey and three uqalugaaqtuat inuich (community talking circles). The survey was 

intended to gauge community interest and perspectives on important issues relating to land, air, 

and water stewardship. Its primary purpose was to spark interest in continuing these 

conversations in a community setting. Uqalugaaqtuat inuich are a culturally-relevant 

community-building technique that was used prior to the Alaska Native land claims movement of 

the 1960s and 1970s (G. Edwardson, personal communication, n.d.). These convenings were 

meant to answer specific questions that would inspire a deep reflection on Inupiaq ecological 

knowledge, and also to hold space for sharing experiences and brainstorming strategies as a 

community.

I had kicked off my research two weeks before the first uqalugaaqtuat inuich by 

releasing a short survey (Appendix A). The questions were open-ended and designed to elicit 

responses from individuals as to whether or not they were concerned about a range of topics 

including: ecological sustainability, climate change, pollution, economic inequity, and language 

and cultural revitalization. I used the online survey tool, Survey Monkey, and also a limited 

number of paper surveys at the Utqiagvik Utuqqanaagvik (senior center). The survey served as a 

conduit for me to connect with and receive input from the community. As I went along, it also
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helped to get the word out about the upcoming events and what topics could potentially be 

addressed.

Getting the word out about the uqalugaaqtuat inuich was vital to the success of this 

project. Another recruitment strategy included hanging flyers that were colorful with big, bold 

Inupiaq words (above the English words) clearly stating the purpose of the gatherings and the 

research questions (Appendix B). I posted these flyers all over town, emailed them to 

organizations to distribute to email lists, circulated them on social media, and also gave them to 

the radio to announce in their daily community announcements.

I developed two guiding research questions with input from a variety of people, including 

Elders, who helped me to translate and assess the effectiveness of the inquiry.

1) Sumik ilisimavisa Inupiaqatigigniq suli nunalu, silalu tagiuglu? What do we know about 

Inupiaqatigiigniq and land, air, and water?

2) Suniaqsimaavisa atausiullaaluta nakka qatilluta? What more can we do today as 

individuals and as communities? #

Since this is a community-based participatory research project, the research 

design was kept fairly loose initially to account for emergent ideas. I planned to model my 

facilitation after First Alaskans Institute’s (2014) Advancing Native Dialogues on Racial Equity 

(ANDORE) methodology. In the ANDORE style, a series of group agreements are presented 

followed by an opening circle, discussion around a powerful question, identifying next steps, and 

a closing circle to share takeaways and encourage participants to make personal commitments to 

hold themselves accountable (FAI, 2014). One change I made to this method was to intentionally 

read through the Inupiaqatigigniq (instead of the group agreements) and place them along with
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an agenda and the prompt questions in a visible spot (Appendix C). It was also important to 

introduce myself, my project, and our general agenda in Inupiatun (as best as I could) to set the 

tone for the gathering and make space for Inupiaq language and culture. The ANDORE 

methodology notes the importance of being intentional with providing food and including prayer. 

For each circle, I brought a variety of niqipiaq (literally real food) including locally-sourced 

Inupiaq food such as seal soup and maktak (whale blubber and skin, usually eaten frozen). I also 

started each event with prayer (Appendix D).

I began the prayer prior to the attendees’ arrival by smudging sargigruaq (stinkweed) 

over a cup of water just outside of our meeting area to comply with building safety regulations. I 

then placed the cup of water in a central location and explained the significance of the water after 

inviting an Elder to give the food blessing as per community custom. It is said that water has a 

spirit of its own; it carries our prayers and can add a spiritual dimension to our work in 

communities, which is very important to the Indigenous worldview (ANDORE, 2014). Another 

thing to note was that our circles started (as many things do in Native country) on Inupiaq time, 

which is a real phenomenon that varies but, in this case, was a full hour after the proposed start 

time.

Once everyone was eating, I gave my introduction and a brief explanation of the purpose 

of the gathering and my note-taking process. I then asked each participant to introduce 

themselves and to share what inspired them to attend. Sharing helped to both break the ice and 

deepen our capacity for relationship building. I would then direct the group to the question at 

hand and go around in a circle so that everyone had an opportunity to speak if they desired.

There were times when people spoke when they had something to say and it was outside of their
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turn in the circle. The intention was for the conversation to be very organic, so I chose not to 

control the discussion besides redirecting it a few times if a person started to dominate. I 

achieved this by carefully expressing gratitude to the person for sharing, reiterating an important 

theme from what they said, and asking if anyone else had something to add to that topic.

I had originally planned to facilitate three uqalugaaqtuat inuich, each with a different 

target audience. It was important to reach out to the Elders as the cultural experts, and so the first 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich was held at the Utuqqanaagvik (senior center). Extra care was given to 

recruiting Elders via word of mouth and in-person. The second uqalugaaqtuat inuich was 

planned to be held at the library during a Saturday afternoon, with a special focus on getting 

young adults and professionals with families to show up. The third uqalugaaqtuat inuich was 

planned for a Friday evening and the target audience included those that attended the previous 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich and whoever they wanted to bring along with them. The convenings were 

originally meant to be held two weeks apart; however, due to unexpected time constrictions, the 

three uqalugaaqtuat inuich took place over three weeks. At each gathering, key themes were 

recorded on a large notepad for everyone to see. At the end of each meeting, key themes and 

observations were identified and reiterated to ensure that the group had a shared understanding 

and a plan for moving forward. After each uqalugaaqtuat inuich, the key takeaways were 

synthesized and shared with a larger audience via social media, as well as discussed among a 

core group of collaborators.

My research design was also inspired by a community capacity model by Beckley et al. 

(2008). The model highlights the importance of accessing multiple spheres of social relations for 

maximizing positive outcomes; associative, communal, market, and bureaucratic spheres of
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community. My research focused on fostering more associative and communal relations in hopes 

that with our newly organized coalition around those spheres, we will later better reach the 

market and bureaucratic spheres. As such, the initial target population for outreach was the 

associative sphere of relations (i.e., individuals who have already emerged as leaders in cultural 

revitalization and/or socio-environmental justice) and those we already knew. Among the pre

established groups already dealing with these topics within the region included the Alaska Youth 

for Environmental Action (2017) and Native Movement (2019). I began by networking with 

individuals in our Arctic Slope community who work with these organizations.

The communal sphere of influence was incorporated with the initial circle specifically 

geared toward Elders. I chose to hold the uqalugaaqtuat inuich at the Utuqqanaagvik to enable 

Elders to attend more easily, although an invitation was extended to everyone via public flyers, 

social media posts, the survey, and radio announcement. We specifically invited Elders by 

reaching out to them in person and asking for their presence. In a way, we began accessing the 

bureaucratic and market sphere of influence at the same time. Although it has waned in recent 

generations, the Elder still maintains a very important role in Inupiaq society (Utqiagvik Elder, 

personal communication, n.d.).

I initially planned to audio record each uqalugaaqtuat inuich. Each time, I had consent 

forms prepared and arranged to have help to record the event (Appendix E), and each time, the 

recording did not work out. For the first uqalugaaqtuat inuich, I had solicited help with 

recording however both the primary and backup recorders did not show up. During this 

convening, several Elders specifically requested that we record subsequent uqalugaaqtuat inuich 

for future generations. For the second uqalugaaqtuat inuich, no one showed up except for my
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mother due to it coinciding with the harvest of the only whale of the community hunt (which was 

highly unusual for November). At the third uqalugaaqtuat inuich, a videographer and other 

participants did attend; however, we decided not to record at the request of one participant.

One learning curve of this process was the use of consent forms. In each instance, my 

facilitation partner and I felt tenuous about participants showing up and then staying for the 

length of the event. We also questioned the cultural appropriateness of requiring consent forms 

for a public community meeting. Ultimately, we decided for both uqalugaaqtuat inuich not to 

distribute the forms at the onset, and to instead briefly explain the research, its purpose, and its 

use and ownership by the community. In hindsight, I should have anticipated this and planned an 

oral process and explanation for participant consent. Due to Institutional Research Board 

requirements and commitments I had already made, I ended up going to each participant with 

consent forms after the fact. While this felt awkward and time-consuming, it also provided me 

with an opportunity to reconnect with each uqalugaaqtuat inuich participant and address any 

lingering questions participants had about how their information would be used. The importance 

of acknowledging the intellectual property rights of Indigenous knowledge-holders and 

maintaining ongoing communication with participants as to the outcomes of the research cannot 

be understated when it comes to academic integrity and personal ethics.

Although I was initially resistant to using social media for my data sharing, it quickly 

became evident that Instagram and Facebook greatly increased the number of people I could 

reach as opposed to in-person canvassing. Additionally, according to the survey, 59% of 

respondents indicated that they would like to stay informed via Facebook. Once I accepted this
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reality, my data collection started to go more smoothly, and in hindsight, I should have utilized 

social media more from the very beginning.

This research has been unconventional for academia because it aligns with the growing 

trend for more actionable research. Such research, though deemed useful for communities, is 

often regarded as too biased by traditional academics (K. Erickson, personal communication, 

n.d.). During the data collection process, I was in communication with a core group of emergent 

leaders, both in-person and online, who have guided the work of the coalition.

I obtained a large data set from the uqalugaaqtuat inuich but an even larger set from the 

survey. To analyze the data, I used a triangulation method, which is a process of assessing 

multiple data sources side-by-side in an investigation to produce greater understanding (Cohen & 

Crabtree, 2006). In the uqalugaaqtuat inuich, I implemented this method by reiterating my 

perception of our takeaways to ensure that they aligned with the other participants. It was an 

immense help that I happened to find a willing co-facilitator each time. In this way, I was able to 

triple check my interpretation of the data against their experiences as a secondary observer in the 

room. With the assistance of my co-facilitators, I came up with a plan for sharing the data back 

with our community, which is the most important aspect of a community development project.

For the survey data, I used the triangulation method and conducted a thematic analysis. I 

began by compiling all the survey responses into one Excel spreadsheet using three separate tabs. 

Names and identifying information were removed. I first attempted to solicit input from my team 

from a distance via email; however, that did not prove fruitful due to the large amount of data 

and likely the unfavorable presentation of a massive Excel spreadsheet. I then adjusted my
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method when an opportunity presented itself during the 2020 Inupiat Heritage, Language and 

Culture Elder’s Conference.

I printed off spreadsheets with the survey data and distributed them in small parts to a 

team of three, including myself. We each took turns with the data, highlighting significant 

themes from the comments. We then reviewed the first round of analysis and identified the most 

prevalent themes and what each data set was primarily communicating. I presented these core 

themes via email to my data analysis team, consisting of my facilitation partners and two others 

from the data analysis session. This was done to provide another check on my own interpretation 

of the data, as well as to give my partners an equitable part in the process and access to the data 

which they helped to produce. This provided a stronger basis for the data while also 

strengthening relationships and quickly fostering a deeper shared understanding of the project 

and also the community.

With the input of my facilitation partners, I am confident that the themes identified as 

most important along with the survey statistics represent which issues our community most 

desires this grassroots coalition to focus, and most importantly, how we should go about it in a 

good way. I compiled this synthesized and organized data into a visually pleasing, simple, and 

straightforward worksheet and distributed it to all uqalugaaqtuat inuich participants, survey 

respondents who left their contact information, and also my facilitation partners. This served the 

double purpose of sharing back information and moving the coalition along. I also shared my 

findings on the SILA Utqiagvik webpage. Although I had to cancel a community meeting due to 

the COVID-19 health emergency, I also planned to facilitate a virtual community meeting as well 

as schedule a spot on our morning radio talk show to share my findings, anticipating an in-person
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convening when the quarantine mandate is lifted. Even if it is a year afterward, it is of utmost 

importance to do one’s diligence in sharing data from the community back to the community in 

the most effective and meaningful way possible.

Analysis

This project explores the assumption that a grassroots group with a broad participant base 

including, young adults, professionals, and Elders, might be a more effective way to address 

sustainability issues than what has been attempted before by individuals or within single 

organizations. One measure of the success of this project was to find a consensus and desire for 

ongoing community action regarding land, air, and water stewardship efforts. The survey showed 

clear consensus and desired ongoing community building.

Survey Data

There were a total of 113 valid survey respondents. A few more were collected, but from 

non-Arctic Slope residents, so they were not included. The majority of respondents (91%) were 

from Utqiagvik, with a small number of respondents from the smaller villages in the region. The 

response rate was indicative of Utqiagvik’s cultural demographics (NSB, 2015); 65% of 

respondents indicated that their primary cultural identity was Inupiat with the rest a mix of other 

cultures present in our community. The responses to each question showed a clear majority of 

folks in our community that think a deeper reflection of Inupiaqatigigniq would increase our 

community wellbeing (89%), think our community has an issue with ecological sustainability 

(85%), are concerned about climate change (90%), pollution (92%), economic inequality (73%), 

and cultural or language revitalization (85%). Of the respondents, 49 (59%) indicated that they 

would like to be a part of the ongoing community action for land, air, and water stewardship.
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The open-ended questions provided a lot of valuable, constructive feedback. Using the 

triangulation method of thematic analysis, two main themes emerged from the data.

1. Division lies at the heart of our community's perception of issues concerning land, air, 

and water stewardship.

• There is a discrepancy with core values and disagreement regarding economics.

• Our community is concerned about separation from nature and our youth.

• The holistic nature of Inupiaqatigigniq makes it the perfect antidote for fostering 

greater connections.

As strengths-based methodology is vital to doing this work in a good way, I developed a 

strengths-based takeaway for sharing this theme: By fostering a better connection with our youth 

and with Nature, rooted in Inupiat culture and language, we will heal community divides.

Inclusive collaboration and communication will be important to this effort, as will be 

staying open-minded and also compassionate to counter divisions, striving to see seemingly 

"other" ways as an additive to community wellness and not against each other (i.e., Christian and 

Indigenous; economy and environment; corporate social responsibility and personal social 

responsibility).

2. Education for adaptation is needed.

• While the feeling of urgency or effectiveness of action varies, we largely agree 

that adaptation is always needed for our communities to survive and respond to 

current rapid changes.

• Education should be led by family, Elders, and community.
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• Nature and youth should be centered in this work, as we as communities need to 

relearn from them.

• We must focus on being the change regarding renewable energy, language 

revitalization, pollution prevention and reduction.

The asset-based takeaway for sharing this theme is: Our community will benefit from an after

school program run by family, Elders, and community centered on Just Transition framework, 

including, but not limited to Inupiaq storytelling & education (hunting, gathering, crafting, etc.), 

understanding the different perspectives of climate change, renewable energy pilot projects, and 

pollution reduction initiatives.

Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich #1 

The first uqalugaaqtuat inuich was completely dedicated to only the first question: Sumik 

ilisimavisa Inupiaqatigigniq suli nunalu, silalu, tagiuglu (what do we know about 

Inupiaqatigiigniq and land, air, and water)? Since the convening was held at the Utuqqanaagvik, 

almost the entire group was made up of Elders who shared a lot of stories; the main themes of 

which are included in Appendix F. They spoke of their childhoods and of a completely different 

way of life from today. They spoke of how their values were lived every day, how their parents 

took their role as a parent seriously in every word and action, and that the nurturing parenting 

style instilled inherent and unwavering respect for their authority. They spoke of the 

interconnected relationship with the land and animals, and the importance of acting in the right 

way so that the abundance of life would continue to be given. They talked about the stories they 

received, and the importance of aggi (traditional Inupiaq dance) to de-stress.
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During the first uqalugaaqtuat inuich, the Elders spoke of the changes that their Elders 

foretold. Several agreed that they had heard the word, uniuqtit (which means “to become out of 

place”) by their Elders. They said they were told things were going to shift and acknowledged 

that they are seeing the extreme shift in the weather themselves. They noticed life is harder now 

than it used to be with much more division and social problems. They asked what the local 

government and regional corporation are really doing for the Elders today. One Elder shared one 

thing he does to keep ahold of the old ways; he washes his face each morning with a washbasin.

The Elders in attendance were generally happy to be gathering like this. They asked that 

we keep going and that we record the next one. They were optimistic because the strength of 

their culture is such that their people will adapt to the changes. Several Elders identified 

community gatherings as the antidote for their own personal struggles with addictions and 

mental health issues. Ultimately, from this uqalugaaqtuat inuich, my co-facilitator and I left with 

the impression that a focus on family dynamics and Elders telling stories should be a large part of 

our ongoing coalition work.

Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich #2

The second uqalugaaqtuat inuich was very different. I did not have a dedicated co

facilitator. In the days leading up to the circle, I felt that the timing was not great and yet I fought 

these internal feelings and stuck to the plan I had set weeks prior. Ultimately, those who had said 

they would come did not show up, and despite reaching out on social media, no one came. I 

could have considered it a total loss; however, I later found out that our community had 

harvested what would be the only whale of the season. It is unusual for our community to harvest 

only one whale, and also to harvest a whale as late as November, yet this is what happened. The
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fact that our community is primarily an Inupiaq community, and the whale is central to Inupiat 

society, it was a lesson in and of itself.

The takeaway from this uqalugaaqtuat inuich is that when you strive to work effectively 

in an Indigenous community, you must be adaptable to the subsistence lifestyle and the weather 

conditions in which everything is subject to. In this case, the weather was perfect for catching a 

whale. I could have listened to my subconscious that the timing was not right and postponed, but 

as it was, I received this clear reminder for anyone doing research within a community: Always 

adapt to what is best for the community!

Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich #3

The third uqalugaaqtuat inuich was held on a Friday evening. It seemed as though once 

again, there would not be any participants; however, almost one hour later, a few people came, 

and we were able to recruit a few others. Once again, I had a friend that just happened to emerge 

as a co-facilitator a few days prior to the event. We had a mixture of younger people and Elders 

in attendance. Since we had already spent one entire uqalugaaqtuat inuich on the first question, I 

began by briefly introducing myself and allowing others to do the same. I then posed the second 

research question to the group: Suniaqsimaavisa atausiullaaluta nakka qatilluta (what more can 

we do today as individuals and as communities specifically for land, air, and water stewardship)?

Once again, a lot of great storytelling took place. Some of the emergent themes included: 

the importance of looking inside oneself and building on internal strengths, starting with one’s 

own family first, and learning from the natural world. The positive impact hunting, interacting 

with animals, and being out on the land has on our personal and spiritual development was 

discussed at length. The importance of staying focused on solutions, just doing the work and not
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questioning ourselves too much, and using what we already have in the best way possible was 

reiterated as well. Ultimately, my co-facilitator and I agreed that the biggest take-away from this 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich was that we should all be getting out among the land, air, and water more 

and that we need to let our youth lead our ongoing coalition with the Elders’ guidance and 

assistance.

Overall Analysis

The data collected from the uqalugaaqtuat inuich aligned with the data from the surveys. The 

overall theme that emerged from the data is that we will heal community divisions by fostering a 

stronger connection with our youth and with Nature rooted in Inupiaq culture and language. Our 

community would benefit from an after-school program run by families, Elders, and the broader 

community. Such a program could center on a Just Transition framework including but not 

limited to, Inupiaq storytelling and education (hunting, gathering, crafting, etc.), understanding 

the different perspectives of climate change, renewable energy pilot projects, and pollution 

reduction initiatives.

In my survey, I asked if anyone had previously heard of the word, Silalinigmiut, which is 

included in the title of this research. The name was first suggested by a small group of younger 

Arctic Slope people as the name for a coalition, based on their vague knowledge of where the 

word came from. What I found was that it might be based on an antiquated place name; however, 

the way I had initially spelled it was incorrect. Silalinigmiut is the correct place name, unlike 

what I had previously written: Silaliqamiut or Silalinamiut. A similar word, Silaliniq, is defined 

in the Inupiatun dictionary as “Arctic Slope, above the Brooks Range” (MacLean, 2014). It has 

also been a place name for an old settlement nearby what is now known as Ulguniq (Wainwright)
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(personal communication, R. Brower, January 2020). O f the 113 survey respondents, only 15 

indicated that they had heard this word either at home or out hunting; however, no additional 

details were given. As the language and culture revitalization continues, we will continue to learn 

more about the history of such places and their names.

Prior to this discovery, I had thought there was a very real possibility that I used a 

completely made-up word in the title of my M aster’s degree project. As it turns out, I had simply 

published several flyers and materials with incorrect spellings of the word. What I have 

discovered in this process is that sometimes the most impactful learning comes not from doing 

things the right way but from trying and making mistakes. This is especially true when learning a 

language. The only way to learn is by speaking, making inevitable mistakes, and then learning 

from them. Overall, it is highly significant that this Indigenous name for our region is so little 

known, and illustrates the importance of continuing this work of learning and reflecting on 

Inupiaqatigigniq.

Project Outcomes

The most important outcome of this project is the gathering that took place and the 

groundwork laid for relationships that have resulted in the creation of a grassroots coalition 

called SILA, Sovereign Inupiat for a Living Arctic (SILA, 2019). Inspired by the earlier idea of 

Silalinigmiut, this clever acronym SILA is also a dynamic Inupiaq word meaning weather, spirit, 

demeanor, or one’s immediate environment (R. Brower, personal communication, February 

2020). SILA was first suggested by Siqiniq Maupin and approved by the core coalition. Using 

the data gathered through the survey and uqalugaaqtuat inuich as well as the input from the 

coalition, we created a mission, vision, and strategic plan. This information, along with this
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methods paper and a simple data share back overview, was shared on the website, 

www.silainuat.org, which has corresponding Facebook and Instagram social media pages 

(Appendix G). These virtual outlets will serve to provide ongoing information and updates on 

important issues and events.

The second outcome of this research is the creation of a youth after-school program in 

Utqiagvik. The program will be led by youth, centered on Nature, with Elders and community 

support and involvement. To do this, the uqalugaaqtuat inuich method will be used in a youth 

setting, with an Elder’s assistance, which will give space for young people to voice their ideas, 

gain an understanding of one another, and determine best steps forward. I plan to recruit students 

with the use of my contacts at the schools and with the help of a local AYEA high school student. 

I have also secured funding to hire a youth advocate over the summer, which will help to ensure 

a mutually beneficial experience for the youth.

With input from the youth at the onset, the continued guidance and support of the Elders, 

and the inclusion and collaboration with interested stakeholders, this project will hopefully be 

sustained for years to come. Starting a youth program in Utqiagvik will create a model for 

similar programming in other villages as well. This has been set into motion by communicating 

our plan to village partners in case other community leaders want to collaborate.

Conclusion

The people of the Arctic Slope have struggled internally with discontent with the oil and 

gas industry’s stronghold on the region. A reason for this, which became apparent in my 

outreach, is that many people do not want to deal with conflict. Truthfully, prior to my first 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich, I also anticipated that conflicts would likely arise and be expressed as
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anger or criticism. What actually transpired was that even though not every person in the room 

was always in agreement, the conversation was positive and enriching because we maintained 

respect and focused on solutions. It is also possible that my advertisement strategy for 

uqalugaaqtuat inuich attracted like-minded individuals that resulted in limited disagreements 

among participants. My main takeaway from this experience is that there is always fear 

associated with doing something different, and that fear is often not founded in reality.

Based on the data collected, it is apparent that now is the time to be bold and to do the 

work of making changes to systems that are not serving us. This research, and its future 

implementation, has the potential to increase sustainability and community wellness. It has dug 

deeper into a local Inupiaq definition of place and informed the development of an action plan 

for increased land, air, and water stewardship. It has also served to bring community members 

together that might not have otherwise connected. It has also brought networks to our community 

that may not have otherwise found any standing. In strategizing a new (or reimagined) structure 

and a renewed focus on how community problems are solved, many beneficial actions could 

come to fruition.

With the SILA website, our coalition has an alternate space for sharing and disseminating 

information that is produced from within the community. This will hopefully bolster initiatives 

that have historically been championed by most individuals. The development of new strategies 

may also serve to boost the morale of longtime local champions reigniting their passion and 

memory for what has been effective in previous social and environmental movements. Similarly, 

this work will show our youth that an alternative path is available to them, which will hopefully
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spark future innovation and leadership while at the same time combatting disillusionment and 

negative outcomes.

Our community is currently in a moment of transition. The end of the fossil fuel age is 

near, and the days of heightened personal and social accountability are upon us. There is growing 

recognition that communities will need to step in to fix local issues ourselves and that personal 

development translates to community development. Our local education system is widely 

regarded as unsatisfactory, which can be seen as a great opportunity for improvement. Many in 

our community are seeing this transition as an opportunity to innovate and recreate a system that 

better fits our local needs.

Some related work that has recently come about in the region is Bright Shores Creative 

Decolonization programming, which includes theatrical productions based on Inupiaq history, 

and a children’s theatre (Bright Shores, 2020). The North Slope Borough Inupiat History and 

Language Commission (IHLC) has also recently started facilitating Elder storytime and 

traditional crafting workshops. Other programs in concurrent development are a cultural program 

for educators developed by the Alaska Humanities Forum in partnership with the Arctic Slope 

Community Foundation, Ilisagvik College and NSBSD (E. Khan, personal communication, 

March 2020), and a Qargi Charter School in early-stage development by ASRC, NSB, and 

NSBSD (E. Roseberry, personal communication, March 2020).

This youth-led initiative for land, air, and water stewardship will provide another much- 

needed entry point for youth to get involved and add their voices to community efforts. Those 

efforts, in turn, will be much more effective with heightened youth involvement. Social change 

must include all sides of the human equation, where both commonalities and differences should
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be acknowledged, accepted, and even celebrated at every opportunity. Diversity is strength; 

Beckley et al.’s (2009) dynamic model of community capacities illustrates that truth. By keeping 

youth and Nature in the center of our work, guided by continual reflection on Inupiaqatigigniq, 

positive feedback loops will continue to strengthen community connections. In other 

communities around the U.S., similar coalitions would benefit from using this model of learning 

from the Indigenous people and their cultural values that have developed with the natural 

environment. In turn, we will also strengthen our connection to the land, air, and water that we 

inhabit. With perseverance and compassion for one another as we learn along the way, this work 

will continue to reap benefits for our community and our region.
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Appendix A 
Survey

Kitkut ukua Silaliqamiut?
Grassroots Coalition-Building on the Arctic Slope 

A Community Development Project 
by UAF Rural Development M.A. student Sara Siqiniq Thomas 

Pre-Survey, Online and Paper

This survey is meant to inform a community-based participatory research project in Utqiagvik, 
where a series of community talking circles will take place October through December 2019. 
Your answers are completely voluntary and will remain confidential.

1. Are you a resident of an Arctic Slope community or do you consider the Arctic Slope your 
ancestral home?

Yes
No

2. Which community do you reside in or call your home?
Anaktuuvak
Atqasuk
Kaktovik
Kali
Nuiqsat
Tikigaq
Ulguniq
Utqiagvik

3. What is your gender identity?
Male
Female
Transgender
Other
Prefer not to answer

4. What is your cultural identity?
Inupiat
Southern Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Polynesian
African-American
European-American
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Other
Prefer not to answer

5. Have you ever heard the name Silaligamiut?: Yes or No

If yes, where have you heard th is?_________________________________________

6. Do you think deeper reflection of Inupiaqatigigniq (Inupiat values) would increase your 
community’s wellbeing?: Yes or No

Why or why not?_________________________________________________________

7. A standard definition of ecology is: the relationship between organisms and their environment, 
or land, air, and water. A standard definition of sustainability is: the ability to sustain for future 
generations.

Do you think ecological sustainability is an issue here in our community or region today?:
Yes or No

Why or why not?_________________________________________________________

8. If you answered yes, can you remember a specific event, incident or moment that made you 
start to realize this issue?________________________________________________________

9. Are you concerned about:
Climate change?: Yes or No

Why or why not?___________________________________________________

Pollution?: Yes or No

Why or why not?___________________________________________________
Inequality?: Yes or No

Why or why not?__________________________________________________

Cultural/language revitalization?: Yes or No
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Why or why not?__________________________________________________

10. Would you like to be part of a community conversation to inform an action group for land 
stewardship?: Yes or No

Why or why not?________________________________________________________

11. If you are interested in further discussing and building a community effort, please indicate 
how you would like to be reached and/or what outreach you would like to see:

In-person
Flyer
Radio
Phone:__________________
Email: __________________
Other:___________________

12. Any other thoughts you would like the research team to consider?___________________

Quyanaqpauraq for your time and energy. Please contact Sara Thomas with any questions or 
concerns at skthomas2@alaska.edu. If you have any concerns about this study, you may contact 
project committee chair Dr. Charlene Stern at cbstern@alaska.edu or 907-474-5293. If you have 
any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, you can contact the UAF 
Office of Research Integrity at 1-866-876-7800.

mailto:skthomas2@alaska.edu
mailto:cbstern@alaska.edu
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Appendix B 
Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich Flyer
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Appendix C 
Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich Materials 

Inupiaqatigigniq Visual
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Appendix D
Food & Prayer Crucial Elements of Successful Gathering 

Curried Seal Soup
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Sargigruaq (Stinkweed) Prayer Bundle with Water
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Appendix E 
Informed Consent Form

Informed Consent Form 
Research Study: Kitkut ukua Silalinigmiut?:

Grassroots Land, Air, and Water Coalition-Building on Alaska’s Arctic Slope 
IRB Exemption #: 1433374-1- Approved: October 22, 2019
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My name is Sara Thomas. I grew up here in Utqiagvik as a teachers’ kid. My parents are Leslie Pierce and Gary 
Boen, and I am married to Michael Thomas, Arlene Edwardsen Thomas’ son. I am a college student doing research 
about community perspectives on ecological sustainability. The purpose for this is to elevate Inupiaq Ecological 
Knowledge by reflecting on and sharing what we know about the Inupiaqatigigniq, as well as to determine what the 
appropriate scope of community action should be in a community working group. This talking circle is expected to 
be 2-3 hours long, but may vary depending on the number of participants. Thank you for coming!

Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to take part in the study you can stop at any time or 
change your mind and ask to be removed from the study. By participating, you agree to the following:
You will be asked to share your reflections on the two research questions presented.
There are no expected risks to you if  you take part in this study.
You may not directly benefit from this study.
The benefit to you for taking part in this study is contributing to the understanding of Inupiaq Traditional Ecological 
Knowledge and helping to envision in which ways a community working group could have a positive impact 
socially and ecologically.

Information from this study may be used in presentations and publications. It is up to you whether or not your name 
appears in this study. Please review the following options and check one:

 Option A: You agree to be identified by name in this study. If you are quoted, you will have the chance to review
the text before it is included in a final document. You will also be named as a co-researcher.

 Option B: You agree to be identified by a general title (“elder” or “community member”) in the study. Your name
will not be included in any written documents.

If you have any questions, please ask me now or contact me later at skthomas2@alaska.edu. If you have any 
concerns about this study, you may contact project committee chair Cathy Brooks at cabrooks2@alaska.edu or 
907-474-6889. If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, you can contact the 
UAF Office of Research Integrity at 1-866-876-7800.

Statement of Consent:
I am 18 years old or older, I understand the above, and I agree to participate in this study.

Signature of Participant & Date

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent & Date

Appendix F 
Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich Notes 

Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich #1 Notes

mailto:skthomas2@alaska.edu
mailto:cabrooks2@alaska.edu
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Uqalugaaqtuat Inuich #3 Notes
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Appendix G 
Project Deliverables 

Data Shareback
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S U R V E Y  SN A PSH O T:
• 113 Respondents

• 65%  Inupiat

• 91% from Utqiagvik

Q: Is a grassroots land, air, and w ater  
coalition viable and desired w ithin the  
A laska  A rctic  Slope region of Inupiat 
Nunaat?
W hen asked about issues regarding land, air, and 
water:

• 92% are concerned about pollution;

• 90%  are concerned about clim ate change;

• 89% think deeper reflection o f 
Inupiaqatigigniq would increase their 
com m unity’s wellbeing; and

•  59% would like to be part o f  the community 
conversation to inform an action group fo r  
land, air, and water stewardship

A : li. T h ere  are enough people in our 
com m unity that are interested in taking  
part in this grassroots in itiative.

Guiding principles.

• Focusing on solutions with a positive attitude
will be tne best use of our time.

• The more open and inclusive we can be, the 
healthier we will be.

• Remaining learning-centered and flexible will 
help us to develop understanding.

• Just Transition (Change is guaranteed, justice is 
not).

N ext Steps

• April 15, 2020: After-school youth program

• Hiring a youth advocate (via AYEA & Native 
Movement)

• CALL TO WORKPLACES: Make space for 
employees to have more time for community 
education initiatives!

Uqalugaaq Inuich-lu Survey-lu
Talking Circles & Preliminary Survey
One online survey and three talking circles were held 
throughout the month of November 2019. At the 
circles, participants were asked:

Sumik ilisimavisa Inupiaqatigigniq suli nunalu, sijalu, 
tagiuglu? What do we know about Inupiaqatigigniq 
and land, air. and water?

Suniaqsimaavisa atusiullaaluta nakka qatilluta? What 
more can we do today as individuals and as 
communities?

Q: How  has the com m unity indicated we 
should go about this?

A : By fostering a deeper connection with our 
youth and with nature, rooted in Inupiat culture 
and language, we will heal com m unity divides 
on land, air, and water issues.

O ur com munity will benefit from  an after-school 
program  run by family, elders, and community, 
centered on Inupiaqatigigniq, including these 
topics:

• Inupiaq education via storytelling and direct 
experience (language, hunting, gathering, 
crafting, etc.)

• W hat is a Just Transition locally?
• Strengthening pollution & contamination 

reduction initiatives
• Understanding and respecting differing 

perspectives on climate change
• Renewable energy pilot projects

K in a uvarja? W h o am  I? Uvana Sara Siqiniq 
Thomas. Utqiagvigmiuguumna. Aapalu aakalu 
ilisaurriruak NSBSD-mi (Leslie Pierce-lu Gary 
Boen-lu), aasii taamna tallimanik miqliqtuqaqtuguk 
tuvaqatilu maani Utqiagvigmi, Saalialukkuyaani. 
Ilisaqtuaqa IJagiit Nunaptiqni (International 
Relations) B.A. University of Hawaii Manoa, aasii 
patjmapak Rural Development-kuyaaguuruqa UAF- 
mi. Email: skthomas2@alaska.edu.

2

mailto:skthomas2@alaska.edu
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Community Presentation & Discussion Flyer 
*Held via Zoom 4/7/2020 due to COVID-19 public health emergency*
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SILA Mission, Vision & Guiding Principles 

SOVEREIGN INUPIAT FOR A LIVING ARCTIC

“An inua (A ^ < ;  plural inuat A ^ < c, literally “possessor” or “master”) is a spirit or soul that 
exists in all people, animals, lakes, mountains, and plants. For Inuit people, human and animals 
are equal - All life has the same kind of soul or “life essence” (inua). Silam inua the primary 
component of everything that exists; it is also the breath of life. Sila is believed to control 
everything that goes on in one’s life.”

Design & Artwork by Siqiniq Maupin

Mission

Sovereign Inupiat for a Living Arctic’s mission is to create healthy communities, spiritually, 
mentally, and physically. We are empowered as frontline communities: closest to the impact of 
extractive industry and the closest to the solutions.

We are S.I.L.A.

We are Inupiat Peoples and community members that want to create a balanced Earth for future 
generations. We are guided by our principles, elders, and mentors for a movement towards a 
sustainable, equitable society. This work is done through an intersectional lens that is inclusive 
and safe. The tools we are using for this movement are:

•  Community engagement
•  Shareholder engagement
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- S I L f l -

•  Knowledge sharing events
•  Political advocacy
•  Language revitalization
•  Inupiaq intergenerational cultural revitalization

Guiding Principles

•  Ensure Inupiat values are the core of our movement.
•  Unlearn, Dismantle, Heal, and Create.
•  Our communities are the experts.
•  Grow an inclusive movement for all.
•  Create space for people to speak for themselves.
•  Work together in unity, solidarity, and accountability to each other.
•  Strive to build fair and just relationships in our organizing.
•  Uplifting marginalized & oppressed voices that align with Sovereign Inupiat for a Living 

Arctic.
•  Commit to transition from an extractive and unsustainable economy to a sustainable and 

regenerative economy that benefits the majority.
•  Acknowledge we live in a system of racial injustice and imbalance. We need to create a 

future that aligns with our Inupiaq values and can sustain our future generations.
•  Be soulful.


